Latinit.as – Nuntii Latini
Nuntii Latini Mundiales in Breve
Pridie Nonas Decembres Anno Bis Millesimo Quindecim
Quaestiones - Manuel Valls [0:15]
I.

Where does this story take place?
A. UK
B. Spain
C. France
D. US

II.

Who is Manuel Valls?
A. prime minister
B. the leader of a terrorist organization
C. a general in the army
D. someone who was attacked

III.

What events led to the announcement?
A. a busy shopping center was attacked
B. a hostage situation led to several deaths from shooting
C. an army invaded a sovereign state
D. a gunman assassinated a politician

IV.

What are “res quae ad frangendam fraternitatem gubernatae sunt”?
A. things that are broken by the government
B. things that are designed to destroy religion
C. things that are designed to destroy the unity of government
D. things that are designed to fight terrorism

Quaestiones - Marck Zuckerberg, Magnus Philanthropus [1:16]
I.

What is Mark Zuckerberg doing?
A. creating a charity business
B. spying on businesses using Facebook
C. donating 100% of his fortune to charity
D. divorcing his wife and splitting the assets into two businesses

II.

What percentage of a thing is mentioned?
A. 100%
B. 19%

C. 99%
D. 9%
III.

What is the estimated net worth of the fortune mentioned?
A. $45 million
B. $45
C. $45 billion
D. $450,000

IV.

Who is the other person mentioned?
A. Zuckerberg’s daughter
B. someone suing Zuckerberg
C.Zuckerberg’s lawyer
D.Zuckerberg’s wife

Violentia Pistolorum Non Est Res Nova in America [2:04]
V.

What’s this story about?
A. gun violence
B. violence in video games
C. the American dream
D. illegal hunting of bison in the West

VI.

Where does the story take place?
A. France
B. Not specified
C. California
D. Texas

VII.

What’s the gist of the article?
A. the topic is a common occurrence in America
B. the topic is relatively rare in America
C. the topic is leading scientists in America to believe that many other animals will go extinct
D. researchers do not believe the topic was ever a real, tangible thing

